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L In several communications (seefor instance [I], [2]). I discussed the a posteriori estimates in iterative procedures using
a convenient operator. In the following noteI should like to returnagain to thesubjectsince, as I haveseeninthemeantime,
the main idea can be presented in a simpler and partly more general way without any direct reference to iterations,
We consider a metric space S in which the distance between aand b is generally denoted by la, bl. Assume that an
operator 0 has in S a fixed point ~,
(I)
Assume furtherthat af' ~ is another point of S for which na is defined andliesin S.What can besaidaboutla, (Iusing the
value of Oa?
2. Our method depends on the assumption that we know something about
(2)
for x = a,
Thesimplest assumption would be that nx exists, OXES and q(x)< 1ina certain neighborhood of~, Wecould thensay
that n is a contracting operator at ~,
However, forour resultit is notat allnecessary toassume thatnx exists foranypoint x f' a,It is notevennecessary that
~ is a fixed pointof 0 so that wecanevendisregard the relation (I). Asa matterof fact, while oneof the inequalities which
we obtain does not depend on any assumption on q(a), our complete result uses only the assumption
q(a)< L
3. It follows from the triangle inequality at once that
la, ~1-IOa, ~I :slna, al :sla, ~I +lOa, n
Dividing by la, ~I f' 0 and using (2) we obtain
Ina, al
I-q(a):s la,~1 :s1+q(a).
Fromthe right sided inequality in (4) it follows at once:
IOa,al
la, ~I ~ I +q(a)'
(3)
(4)
(5)
In orderto use(5)wemustknow some upperbound for q(a) andweobtain thena lower estimate for la, (Iwhich gives
usually at least the rightorder of magnitude of la, (I.
4, If we assume further that the inequality (3) holds, it follows from the left sided inequality in (4):
la (i:s Ina, al
, I-q(a)
which, combined with (5), can be written in the form
This formula gives a very good estimate of la, ~I if the values of q is not too near to I.
For applications of the above principle to the matrix iterations the reader may be referred to the paper[2].
(6)
(7)
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